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IMS2019 SIXTY-SECOND PRESENTATION (S2P) COMPETITION 
 
The Sixty-Second Presentation (S2P) Competition aims to recognize Interactive Forum participants who can 
best highlight their technical concept in a compelling video of less than one minute.  In order to be 
considered, Interactive Forum presenters must upload their video at the same time as their final paper 
submission.  Winners will be determined by popular vote via an online rating system. 
 
The S2P competition is open to all authors whose papers have been selected for presentation in the 
Interactive Forum, and can include submissions that span young professionals to  
IEEE fellows.  Entering this competition requires nothing more than recording and submitting a short video 
describing your work.  Interested authors should remember to keep it simple!  The video can be recorded 
with basic equipment, such as a cell phone, and does not have to meet any resolution or aspect ratio 
requirements.   
 
Videos can be recorded either with or without visual aids, as shown in the different examples on the website.  
It may be helpful to ask yourself these questions when creating your video:  

1. Would attendees be interested in watching this video? 
2. Does this video capture the essence of my work? 
3. Does this video help convince attendees to stop by my poster session? 

 
Sixty-Second Presentation (S2P) Competition Submission and Review Details: 

1. Video submissions must be less than 60 seconds in length (submissions longer than 60 seconds will 
automatically be disqualified). 

2. Authors wishing to participate in the competition must submit a YouTube link to their video along with 
their final paper before the submission deadline of 1 March 2019.  The video must be uploaded to 
the author’s personal YouTube channel prior to submission and must remain active for the duration 
of the conference. 

3. Judging is open to all conference attendees viewing the videos using the standard YouTube rating 
system of “likes” and “dislikes,” such that each “like” vote will contribute 5 points to a video’s score 
and each “dislike” vote will subtract 2 points.  It is expected that attendees and authors alike will act 
in an ethical manner using this peer-based ranking system. 

4. The top three finalists will receive recognition at IMS2019. 
 
Videos will be accessible to all conference attendees before and during the conference.  They will also be 
continuously playing on monitors at the entrance to the Interactive Forum, but not at the individual posters.  
 
Please send any questions to: kenneth.kolodziej@ll.mit.edu.  Best of luck to all! 
 


